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Quadratically fast IRLS for sparse signalrecovery
Chiara Ravazzi, and Enrico Magli
Politecnico di Torino - DET, Italy
Signal Processing with Adaptive Sparse Structured Representations (SPARS) 2015
1 -- Classical IRLS for sparse signal recovery
.Aim: Designing algorithms for sparse recovery problems with
simple implementation and fast rate of convergence
Model: compressed data acquisition
I set of observations: y = Ax? + 
I x? 2 k = fx 2 Rn : jsupp(x)j  k << ng; unknown sparse signal
I A 2 Rmn withm << n; sensing matrix
I  2 Rm bounded noise with kk2  
I F(y; ) = fz 2 Rn : kAz  yk2  g
IRLS for ` minimization: Let  2 (0; 1]
min kxk` s.t. x 2 F(y; )
Given  > 0 and an initial guess x(0), compute









i ( ) = (
2 + (x(t)i )2)=2 1 i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
+ Convergence: analytical conditions for convergence (Daubechies &
al., 2010), (Ba & al., 2014)
+ Rate: (Daubechies & al., 2010), (Ba & al., 2014)
.  = 1 globally linearly fast
.  2 (0; 1) locally super linearly fast with rate 2  
  Local superlinear convergence: the algorithm gets trapped in local
minima (e.g.  < 1=2)
  Open issue: heuristic methods to avoid local minima
2 -- This work: GSM-IRLS for sparse signal recovery
.Aim: Designing faster IRLS (with quadratic rate of conver-
gence)
GSM-IRLS for support detection and estimation:
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The ` -balls and the weighted
`2-ball.
Three diﬀerent implementations:
1. ML-IRLS: (t) 2 f0; 1gn (hard support detection)
2. EM-IRLS: (t) 2 [0; 1]n (soft support detection)
3. K-EM-IRLS: (t) 2 [0; 1]n (soft with thresholding)
+ Convergence: analytical conditions for convergence
+ Rate:
. noise-free case ( = 0): analytical conditions for locally
quadratically fast convergence (with rate equal to 2)
. noisy case ( > 0): open theoretical problem
3 -- Relating classical IRLS (1) and GSM-IRLS (2)
Interpretation as a constrained maximum log-likelihood estimation under a GSM distribution



















(x2i + 2)=2 s.t. x 2 F(y; )










ML from complete data: minimization of






2 log  zi log(1  p)
+
(1  zi)x2i + 2=n
2 +
(1  zi)
2 log    (1  zi) log p

s.t. x 2 F(y; )
zi hidden data, xi visible data, ; ; pmixture parameters
4 -- Numerical comparison: classical IRLS (1) vs GSM-IRLS (2)
Setup: sparse uniform signals (nonzero components x?i  U([ 10; 10])), Gaussian sensing matrices: Aij  N(0; 1=m)
Reconstruction from noise-freemeasurements:  = 0
Rate of convergence
Iteration number t





















IRLS τ = 1
IRLS τ = 0.7




k = 45, n = 1500,m = 250
Empirical probability of recovery
Sparsity k








































IRLS τ = 1






Success: MSE < 10 4: n = 512 andm = 160
Reconstruction from noisy measurements
Rate of convergence
Iteration number t
























IRLS τ = 1
IRLS τ = 0.7




k = 45, n = 1500,m = 250,




























IRLS τ = 1
IRLS τ = 0.7




k = 45, n = 1500,m = 250
Other tests (Ravazzi & Magli, 2015): sparse Gaussian/Bernoulli signals, Image reconstruction
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